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Introductions: 

Create your shortest pitch. Can you centralize on 3 words, or less? 
 “Train for Productivity” 
 “Improve bottom line” 
 “Best Hiring Decisions” 
 “Close Security Holes” 
 
Your name. Your focus. Clear and concise. No mumbling! 

 
On-line applications. Are they working for you? Don’t spend time if no results! 
 
Networking: 

 Be specific! 

 Be clear 

 Ask questions; seek information 

 Never (or rarely) the place for your resume 

 Be memorable 

 Choose wisely who you network with (employed people, people with skills, those 
you can learn from) 

 
Making LinkedIn connections: 

 From your computer, not your phone 

 ALWAYS a custom invitation 

 Make it easy for the other person 

 Remember the benefits of connecting to former employees 

 Find the affinity. (Expect that you have it – seek it out!) 
 

 
If you are going to do an on-line application. Very strong suggestion: make connections first, 
apply second. Why would you ever do the reverse? (perhaps there’s a good reason, not obvious) 
 
Tag Lines (or mantras) 

 For your signature 

 For your business card 

 For your LinkedIn headline, think function + tag. Example: “Results-driven, IT 
Business Analyst Professional – helping companies change their business process 
through technology” 

 Check out Keith Warwick’s profile for ideas. (Be sure to note his connection 
warning!) 

 



 

 

General (confidence, ideas) 

 Google for slideshare 17 things powerful people say 
 
Alternative way to connect on LinkedIn 
(it works today, it could change) 
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*** You would NEVER use the default message, right? *** 
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Miscellaneous thoughts: 
 Time. How to Make Your Life Better by Sending Five simple Emails. Google that, or here’s the 

link: http://time.com/22752/how-to-make-your-life-better-by-sending-five-simple-emails 

 From above and elsewhere, who are your mentors, or potential mentors? Network! 
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